LexisNexis® Accurint® for Insurance is a portal solution that aids carriers in their research of parties and vehicles in a claim. It enables carriers to quickly gain access to more complete and accurate data, by leveraging our LexID® unique identifier and patented linking as its primary search technology. Carriers can get a more holistic view of the parties involved in a claim, all while protecting private data.

Accurint® for Insurance draws from 10,000+ data sources, plus proprietary databases, for more complete, accurate and up-to-date information.

In addition to putting actionable information at your adjusters’ fingertips, Accurint® for Insurance reduces expenses and improves employee productivity. It drives a better claims process by:

• Enabling faster claims processing through seamless integrations into critical carrier workflows
• Delivering a more holistic view of consumers and businesses by leveraging industry-leading, value-added and public data sources
• Going a level deeper, by searching proprietary LexisNexis Risk Solutions databases, like *LexisNexis® Carrier Discovery™, and *LexisNexis® Claims Discovery™
• Achieving accuracy by leveraging proprietary linking capabilities through LexID® our unique identifier that is used in combination with our proprietary linking technology
• Using advanced analytics to drive better decision making and risk analysis
• Streamlining user access with single sign-on capabilities

Easily access more accurate and complete information for parties and vehicles in a claim.
Our universe
We keep searching when others have to stop. Examples of LexisNexis® Accurint® for Insurance searches and reports include:

- Person search
- Comprehensive person reports
- Motor vehicle registrations and title information
- Driver’s licenses
- Criminal records, bankruptcies, liens and judgments
- Police reports
- Social media locator
- Phone Finder and email addresses
- CARFAX® vehicle history reports™
- Vehicle location history
- Moving violations reports

Top carriers use Accurint® for Insurance to:
- Validate and verify customer-provided information
- Detect, investigate and prevent fraud
- Subrogate for collection/recovery
- Help resolve claims quickly and efficiently

Accurint® for Insurance by the numbers:
- 45 years of deep industry experience
- 84 billion records
- More than 10,000+ sources
- 7.6 billion property records
- 11.78 billion unique name and address combinations
- 277 million unique business contacts

*LexisNexis® Claims Discovery and LexisNexis® Carrier Discovery are accessible to carriers contributing data to LexisNexis Risk Solutions contributory databases.

For more information, call 800.458.9197 or email insurance.sales@lexisnexisrisk.com.